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Click on above to: Get help with PubReader, or; Switch to the classic article view. Okay The letter to the editor or author
must make reference to objectives or discussions on medical, scientific or general topics that may attract attention. A
letter must have a Many letters include comments on a previously published article.

Occasionally, an article may be uploaded on other days. I would suggest limiting the cover letter to half a
page. Must I be a subscriber to read AOP articles? If you receive a negative response, please do not reply.
While there are several types of research articles, such as short communications, review papers and so forth,
these guidelines focus on preparing a full article including a literature review , whether based on qualitative or
quantitative methodology, from the perspective of the management, education, information sciences and social
sciences disciplines. For example, the DOI  About , registered users receive e-mailed tables of contents, and
many papers are highlighted for the nonspecialist reader on the journal's homepage, contents pages and in
News and Views. Such activities include carefully re-reading your manuscript at different times and perhaps at
different places. All articles and contact details of corresponding authors are included in our press release
service, which means that your work is drawn to the attention of all the main media organizations in the world,
who may choose to feature the work in newspaper and other media reports. Authors can expect all manuscripts
that are published to be scrutinized for peer-review with the utmost professional rigor and care by expert
referees who are selected by the editors for their ability to provide incisive and useful analysis. The letter to
the editor or author must make reference to objectives or discussions on medical, scientific or general topics
that may attract attention. Is the AOP version of the article definitive? For these papers, we upload the
accepted manuscript to our website as an AAP PDF, without subediting of text, figures or tables, but with
some preliminary formatting. According to a statistic shared by Elsevier , between 30 percent and 50 percent
of articles submitted to Elsevier journals are rejected before they even reach the peer-review stage, and one of
the top reasons for rejection is poor language. The DOI has two components, a prefix before the slash and a
suffix after the slash. Transfers between Nature journals In some cases, an editor is unable to offer publication,
but might suggest that the manuscript is more suitable for one of the other Nature journals. Have a
professional editing firm copy-edit not just proofread your manuscript, including the main text, list of
references, tables and figures. The key characteristic of scientific writing is clarity. CrossRef, another
not-for-profit organization, uses the DOI as a reference linking standard, enables cross-publisher linking, and
maintains the lookup system for DOIs. Look through your references and bibliography to see if your sources
come from one or more of the journals on your list. The title and abstract are incredibly important components
of a manuscript as they are the first elements a journal editor sees. Microsoft Word cover letter template also
available with instructions in Chinese , Japanese , Korean , Portuguese , and Spanish You should also assure
the editor that there are no conflicts of interest that would affect the decision to publish your manuscript. Each
journal's website includes an AOP table of contents, in which papers are listed in order of publication date
beginning with the most recent. If you wish to resubmit your manuscript to the suggested journal, you can
simply follow the link provided by the editor to transfer your manuscript and the reviewers' comments to the
new journal. This post contains some tips, which can also be found in our downloadable resources: 2. The
copy editors are happy to give advice to authors whose native language is not English, and will edit those
papers with special care.


